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PART ‘A’ (10 X 1 ) = 10 

 

1. Information can be categorized into …….. 

2. Classification in sense one is ………. 

3. What is the name of the Index of DDC? 

4. Who developed chain indexing? 

5. Canon of recall value was developed by? 

6. A Person who operates classification system is? 

7. How many tables are there in the 19th edition of DDC? 

8. Colon Classification is an example of  ? 

9. Detailed Classification which is required for macro documents known as ? 

10. Modes of formation of subject are the part of which process of library.  

 

PART ‘B’ (5 X 5 = 25) 

 

11. a) What is the need and purpose of classification ? 

(OR) 

b) Derive the objectives of Library Classification. 

 

12. a)Explain the notational structure of Library Classification 

(OR) 

b) Write the Structure of DDc 21
st
 edtn? 

 

13. a) Brief phase Analysis. 

(OR) 

b) Write a short notes APUPA pattern? 

 

14. a)Write the definition of Facet analysis? 

(OR) 

b)  What are the different types of Book Numbers? 

 

15. a)Write a short note on Subject Device ? 

(OR) 

b) Write any two definitions of Library Classification? 

 

PART ‘C’ (5 X 8 =40) 

 

16. a)Elucidate the Analytico Synthetic feature of Library Classification? 

(OR) 

b) Analyze the principles of Facet Sequence? 

 

17. a) What are the characteristic features of canons for classification. 

(OR) 



b) Analyze the recent trends in library classification. 

 

18. a)Elucidate Array and Chain 

(OR) 

b)What are the various types of Library Classification? 

 

19.a) Explain the five fundamental categories in CC? 

(OR) 

b)What is mnemonic explain the treatment of mnemonic in DDC and CC? 

 

20.a) Discuss the salient features of different version of CC? 

(OR) 

b) Write an essay on the quality and functions of canons? 


